The dynamics of ligand movement through the constricted region of the acetylcholinesterase gorge is important in understanding how the ligand gains access to and is released from the active site of the enzyme. Molecular dynamics simulations of the simple ligand, tetramethylammonium, crossing this bottleneck region are conducted using umbrella potential sampling and activated flux techniques. The low potential of mean force obtained is consistent with the fast reaction rate of acetylcholinesterase observed experimentally. From the results of the activated dynamics simulations, local conformational fluctuations of the gorge residues and larger scale collective motions of the protein are found to correlate highly with the ligand crossing.
INTRODUCTION
The fast hydrolysis rate (Quinn, 1987) of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) to terminate the activity of the cationic neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACh) still remains an unresolved topic of interest. The enzyme architecture with the catalytic triad at the bottom of the 20-Å deep and narrow gorge seen in the crystal structures (Bourne et al., 1995; Sussman et al., 1991) runs counter to the properties expected for the fast rate. In particular, ACh would have to push past the many bulky aromatic side chains that are spaced too close to allow its free passage to and from the active site. Several computational studies have attempted to consider the mechanisms by which substrates bind or products are released from AChE (Enyedy et al., 1998; Malany et al., 1999; Wlodek et al., 1997) . Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Gilson et al., 1994; Tai et al., 2002; Wlodek et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 1998) provide substantial evidence that the gorge exists in two states, closed and open. It was also found that AChE favored the closed state in which the radius of the bottleneck was too small to allow substrate to cross. Both theoretical and experimental studies (Antosiewicz et al., 1996; Faerman et al., 1993; Gilson et al., 1994; Malany et al., 1999; Ripoll et al., 1993; Tan et al., 1993; Wlodek et al., 2000) have shown that the charge distribution of the enzyme creates an electric field that helps to accelerate the rate of binding of a positively charged ligand into the active site, although the same effect would also hinder ligand exit.
A complete understanding of how the substrate actually binds and how charged products of the hydrolysis reaction are released must be based on a detailed knowledge of the reaction dynamics. In this work, the dynamics of tetramethylammonium (TMA) crossing the bottleneck region of the gorge are examined. TMA is an appropriate choice of ligand to probe the binding dynamics of the enzyme, for the TMA resembles the bulkiest part of ACh. Like ACh, the TMA is a quaternary ammonium ion. Using umbrella potential sampling, the free energy profile of the TMA passage through the bottleneck region of the enzyme is computed and the peak of the potential barrier is located in the constricted region. Multiple MD trajectories of the TMA crossing the potential barrier are simulated using the activated dynamics techniques (McCammon and Harvey, 1987) to investigate the dynamics of the bottleneck region as the TMA passes through.
METHODS

System setup and MD equilibration
From the 10-ns molecular dynamics simulation study of AChE by Tai et al. (Tai et al., 2001) , a snapshot with a large gorge opening was chosen as the starting configuration. The TMA ligand was placed in the bottleneck region between the aromatic rings of residues Y124 and F338. The ligand was positioned with the nitrogen atom (center atom of the TMA) at the midpoint between the a-carbons of Y124 and F338. To create free volume for inserting the TMA into the bottleneck region, three water molecules in this region were removed. The atoms within 10 Å of the center atom of the TMA were then equilibrated for 10 ps to relax the ligand and surrounding atoms under the same MD simulation conditions that were used in the 10-ns molecular dynamics simulation study of AChE by Tai, et al. (Tai et al., 2001 ). The whole system was then equilibrated and velocities were reassigned from a 300 K Maxwellian distribution every 1 ps for a 5-ps period using NWChem 4.0 molecular dynamics software (Straatsma et al., 2000) , and the Amber 95 force field (Cornell et al., 1995) . Full details are provided in the publication by Tai et al. (2001) .
Generating a representative collection of configurations at the bottleneck region using umbrella sampling
To compute the potential of mean force (PMF) of the TMA through the constricted region of the gorge, the reaction coordinate, d, was defined as the distance from the center of mass of the whole enzyme to the nitrogen atom of the ligand. The steric restraints due to the protein atoms align the reaction coordinate with the axis of the gorge. The center of mass of the enzyme was chosen as the origin of the reaction coordinate because this point provides a stable reference point, as opposed to any single atom in the system, and because the center of mass of the enzyme is very close to the active site residue S203. A harmonic restraining potential, U(d), with the force constant, k, of 50 kJ mol ÿ1 Å ÿ2 was used to confine the TMA in each window,
where d is the restraint distance as defined above. Seven windows were placed along the reaction coordinate at 0.6-Å intervals from d ¼ 9.9-13.5 Å . For each window, 1.0 ns of dynamics sampling was performed. The PMF was computed from the probability distribution, r(d), of the TMA along the reaction coordinate (Kottalam and Case, 1988; McCammon and Harvey, 1987) rðdÞ ¼
is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. dS represents the spatial coordinates of all the atoms in the system except the component along the reaction coordinate, and V is the total potential energy of the system. The measured distribution, r Ã ðdÞ, in the presence of the harmonic restraint potential, U(d), is related to r(d) by
The probability distribution, r(i), of d values for each window was determined using a 0.1-Å bin width. To form a continuous distribution of the ligand, consecutive windows were pieced together by the method of Shen et al. (Shen and McCammon, 1991) . First the scaling factor, S, was determined using the following expression: + i ½r 1 ðiÞ ÿ Sr 2 ðiÞ½n 1 ðiÞn 2 ðiÞ 2 ¼ 0;
where r 1 (i) is the more densely sampled distribution that overlapped with the adjacent distribution, r 2 (i), and n j (i) is the number of times that d was found in the i th bin for the j th distribution. Once S was determined, the two probability distributions were merged into an extended distribution using the following expression:
rðiÞ ¼ r 1 ðiÞn 1 ðiÞ 1 Sr 2 ðiÞn 2 ðiÞ n 1 ðiÞ 1 n 2 ðiÞ :
Finally, the PMF, W(d), of the TMA was obtained from
lnhexpðÿbUÞi is a constant that links the two adjacent windows together.
Forward and reversed trajectories
A set of different phase space points within the bottleneck region was chosen from the above umbrella sampling simulations as the initial phase space points for studying the dynamics of barrier crossing. Trajectories were run from these phase space points in the absence of the harmonic potential. To avoid any artifacts due to the removal of the harmonic potential, phase space points that had zero restraint potential were selected as the starting points (Wong et al., 1993) . The trajectories were propagated once with the velocities of all atoms in the initial states generated by umbrella sampling and once with the negative of these velocities. Since the equations of motion of classical mechanics are symmetric in time, the trajectories can be propagated forward and backward in time to generate a representative set of barrier transitions (McCammon and Harvey, 1987) . The trajectory with the original velocities is called the forward trajectory and the trajectory obtained using the initial velocities with the opposite sign is called the reversed trajectory. The reversed trajectory can be reordered in time and appended to the start of the forward trajectory to give one full trajectory of an attempted crossing of the barrier.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Potential of mean force in the bottleneck region
The parabolic umbrella potentials that constrain the TMA in each window along the reaction coordinate are illustrated in Fig. 1 A. The distribution of d values in the bins of width 0.1 Å are shown in Fig. 1 B. The TMA distributions did not adequately overlap between the window at d ¼ 11.1 Å and the window at d ¼ 11.7 Å . Therefore, an additional window was placed in between at d ¼ 11.4 Å with a force constant twice as large, 100 kJ mol ÿ1 Å ÿ2 , to restrain the TMA in this bin. From the distributions of the TMA along the reaction coordinate, the PMF of the system in this bottleneck region was computed using the method described above (Fig. 1 C) .
The PMF calculations using distributions of d values for each window of different bin widths (0.1-0.3 Å ) were also computed. The relative values of PMFs of the TMA through the constricted region were not highly dependent on the grid elements. The peak of the PMF barrier was at 11.3 Å from the center of mass of the enzyme and located in the bottleneck region. From this energy profile, the incoming ligand has to cross an energy barrier of 8-10 kJ mol ÿ1 to reach the active site of the enzyme. Contrary to what might be expected from the narrow bottleneck seen in the static crystal structures, the barrier for the incoming ligand is surprisingly low. The constricted region of the gorge lined with many bulky aromatic side chains seems to hinder the motion of the charged ligand only slightly. The aromatic side chains appear to move aside, facilitating the entry of the TMA. As will be seen in the next section, the low energy barrier is consistent with the fast reaction rate of the AChE observed experimentally.
Estimation of the barrier-crossing rate constant
Once the free energy profile of the TMA in the bottleneck region has been determined, the kinetic rate constant, k, of passage over the barrier can be obtained from reaction rate theory (Case, 1993; McCammon and Harvey, 1987) . Since the motion of the TMA along the reaction coordinate is in the high friction regime, the Kramers modified transition state theory (TST) (Hanggi et al., 1990; Marrink and Berendsen, 1996; Roux and Karplus, 1991a,b ) was used to calculate k using the expression
where k Kramers ¼ ðmv b =VÞ is the transmission coefficient, m is the mass of the ligand, z is the friction coefficient, v b 2 ¼ W0(d b )/m is the squared frequency of crossing at the barrier peak (Marrink and Berendsen, 1996) , d b , and W0(d b ) is the second derivative of the PMF at d b . The quantity v i is the angular frequency of oscillation associated with the initial well. Using the gorge water friction coefficient estimated from the 10-ns MD simulation of apo-AChE, the transmission coefficient, k Kramers , was estimated by Stokes scaling to be 0.17. This low value is expected for this overdamped protein reaction (Northrup et al., 1982) . The TMA crossed the barrier top many times (Fig. 2) , which is consistent with the dynamics of barrier crossing in the high frictional regime. v i for the incoming ligand is ;10 11 s ÿ1 . For the barrier height of 8 kJ/mol, the rate constant, k, for the incoming ligand would be 10 8 s ÿ1 . This is a very high rate constant. It is of interest to relate this rate constant to the kinetics of substrate binding of AChE according to the reaction rate mechanism (Quinn, 1987) below:
Assuming k 3 is so fast that the steady state approximation might be applied to both [AChE/S] and [AChE/S] # , the effective forward constant, k eff , can be approximated as k eff ¼ ðk 1 k 2 =k ÿ1 1k 2 Þ. In addition, k ÿ1 can also be estimated using the Stokes law with the gorge viscosity. The first passage time for the TMA to travel away from the bottleneck region and escape to the bulk is ;10 ÿ8 s; this yields k ÿ1 ;10 8 s ÿ1 . Therefore, the rate of barrier crossing, k 2 , is comparable to the reversed rate, k ÿ1 . Hence, the effective rate of substrate binding to AChE is the rate at which substrate and enzyme encounter. That is, the enzyme operates in the diffusion controlled limit, which is consistent with experimental kinetic data (Quinn, 1987) .
Dynamics of the gorge residues
The time forward and reversed trajectories, which were generated as described in the method section, allow studying of the unrestrained dynamics of barrier crossing of the TMA. Any trajectory in which the TMA moved from d \ 10.5 Å on one side of the barrier to d [ 12.5 Å on the other was called a successful crossing trajectory. Some successful trajectories are shown in Fig. 2 . These successful trajectories exhibited the stochastic crossing behavior of the TMA in a high friction regime. It takes ;50-200 ps for the TMA to cross the barrier. Only a portion of the time forward and reversed trajectories resulted in successful crossing transitions due to the high damping friction, (12 full trajectories of 600 ps each were conducted; only four of them show successful crossing).
To observe the dynamics of the gorge residues in this bottleneck region that couple with the movement of the TMA, the distance the TMA travels was compared to the average distance between F338: C a and Y124: C a (Fig. 3) . This distance was chosen because it had previously been seen to correlate highly with the gorge size in other MD studies (Tai et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 1998) . (These references also present detailed examples of opening events and their frequency of occurrence.) As the TMA crosses this constriction region, the distance between F338: C a and Y124: C a FIGURE 2 Successful crossing trajectories of the TMA over the barrier. The reversed trajectory is reordered in time and appended to the start of the forward trajectory to give one full trajectory. Only the crossing portion of each 600 ps successful trajectory is reported. increases until it reaches a maximum. Of considerable interest, this TMA position corresponds to the distance of the TMA at which the PMF is also maximal. This indicates that the backbones of these two gating residues move away from each other, widening the gorge and allowing the TMA to cross. The distance then relaxes to the original value when TMA passes over the barrier peak. To detect the gorge states, a probe of 2.5 Å in radius was used to roll around the van der Waals surface of the residues in the constricted region. If the 2.5-Å probe surface in the active site region is connected to that of the exterior, the gorge is open. When the TMA is at the barrier peak, it is found that the gorge opens to allow the TMA to cross. The surface is typically disconnected at the bottleneck before and after the TMA crosses. Movies of the gorge closing and opening are available at http://mccammon. ucsd.edu.
The movements of the aromatic side chains in this region are also highly correlated to motion of the TMA, as depicted in Fig. 4 . Small fluctuations of these side chains to create room for the ligand crossing were observed. The D74 side chain flips to and fro forming hydrogen bonds with the Y124:OH and Y341:OH in response to the different positions of the ligand. The creation of the hydrogen bond of D74:OD and Y124:OH, which lifts up the side chain of Y124 in the direction of the gorge entrance, appears to help the TMA to pass the constricted zone. This supports the idea that D74 influences the movement of the cation inside the gorge (Hosea et al., 1996; Mallender et al., 2000; Radic et al., 1997) . The side chains of residues Y337 and Y341 are significantly displaced as the TMA moved through the bottleneck region. The formation of the hydrogen bond of D74 and Y341 before and after the TMA crosses suggests a strong correlation of these side chains to facilitate the TMA passage through the bottleneck.
Not only were the breathing motions of the residues of the gorge highly correlated to the movements of the TMA, but correlated displacements on larger scales were also observed. To demonstrate the collective protein dynamics that contributes to the bottleneck opening, we defined the following correlation parameter:
where j is the distance between Y124: C a and F338:C a and R i is the Cartesian coordinate of all of the C a atoms of the enzyme residues. Three porcupine plots (Tai et al., 2001) of these correlation parameters that correspond to different positions of the TMA, precrossing (i.e., where the TMA was at d ¼ 10.0 Å ), transition (d ¼ 11.3 Å ), and postcrossing (d ¼ 13.5 Å ), are shown in Fig. 5 . These plots show how the C a atoms are displaced according to the TMA position relative to their average values taken over all of the 12 full MD trajectories. The color gradient from red, the most, to blue, the least, indicates the extent of correlation of each residue's motion to the gorge's width, j.
The porcupine plot representation highlights the concerted FIGURE 3 The correlation of the TMA distances with the average distances between F338:C a and Y124:C a . For each d bin of different resolutions, the average distance between F338:C a and Y124:C a of the 12 full MD trajectories is computed.
FIGURE 4 Stereo pictures of crossing dynamics in the bottleneck region are generated using VMD (Humphrey and Schulten, 1996) . Blue, before the TMA crosses the barrier. Red, the TMA is at peak of the PMF. Green, after the TMA crosses the barrier. Dashed lines are the H-bonds. The crossed-eyes stereo convention is used.
motion of the protein for the three different TMA positions. It clearly illustrates that large portions of the enzyme move in a concerted fashion to contribute to the opening and closing events. When the gorge is widely open, many residues dilate radially from the gorge axis, helping to open the bottleneck. In particular, the main contribution to widening the bottleneck comes from helix 14, which lines the gorge on the lower right in Fig. 5 B. This same helix was also observed to move when the gorge opened in the study by Tai et al. (2001) . In contrast, after the TMA crosses the barrier, the protein relaxes toward its original state; in Fig. 5 C, the vectors are mostly in blue. These results demonstrate that both side chains and backbone motions contribute to the opening of the gorge and facilitate the passage of the TMA.
CONCLUSION
The aromatic residues that line the gorge seem not only to facilitate the movement of the cation in the gorge through pcation interaction (Sussman et al., 1991) , but also may serve to enable fast switching between the open and closed states (McCammon et al., 1983; Zhou et al., 1998) . Small and fast fluctuations of the aromatic side chains in this bottleneck region, together with the backbone displacements containing residues Y124 and F338 contribute on the picosecond timescale. The larger scale collective motions of the enzyme that are coupled with the movement of the ligand through the bottleneck region are expected to be important for the binding of ligands larger than ACh in the active site. The simple umbrella sampling method used here could be complemented by other types of simulation to further characterize the gating mechanism (Bolhuis et al., 2002; Gullingsrud et al., 2001; Huo and Straub, 1997; Isralewitz et al., 2001; Olender and Elber, 1996) . The low energy barrier in the bottleneck region obtained from this study is consistent with experimental data indicating the enzyme operates in the diffusion-controlled limit, despite the fact that the bulky side chains of the aromatic residues would seem to hinder the motion of the ligand. The pre-crossing: the TMA is at the position 10.0 Å before it crosses the barrier peak. (B) The transition: the TMA is at peak of the PMF 11.3 Å . (C) The postcrossing: the TMA stays at 13.5 Å , after it passes through the barrier. Correlation parameters of the C a atoms are averaged over the 12 full MD trajectories data set. In each, the view is down into the gorge, and Y124 (top), F338 (bottom), and S203 (middle right) are shown in ball-and-stick representations; the numeral 14 is used to indicate the location of helix 14.
